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Abstract
Empathy is critical for effective communication and mental health support, and in many online health commu-
nities people anonymously engage in conversations to seek and provide empathetic support. The ability to
automatically recognize and detect empathy contributes to the understanding of human emotions expressed
in text, therefore advancing natural language understanding across various domains. Existing empathy and
mental health-related corpora focus on broader contexts and lack domain specificity, but similarly to other tasks
(e.g., learning distinct patterns associated with COVID-19 versus skin allergies in clinical notes), observing
empathy within different domains is crucial to providing tailored support. To address this need, we introduce
AcnEmpathize, a dataset that captures empathy expressed in acne-related discussions from forum posts focused
on its emotional and psychological effects. We find that transformer-based models trained on our dataset
demonstrate excellent performance at empathy classification. Our dataset is publicly released to facilitate analy-
sis of domain-specific empathy in online conversations and advance research in this challenging and intriguing domain.

Keywords: empathy detection, acne, mental health

1. Introduction

Empathy is a multidimensional construct with emo-
tional and cognitive components by which we feel
and understand the experiences of others (Davis
et al., 1980). Emotional empathy typically entails a
quick, involuntary emotional reaction to the experi-
ences and feelings expressed by others, while cog-
nitive empathy involves a more deliberate process
that focuses on interpreting and understanding the
emotions of the individuals. Empathic interactions
have demonstrated their effectiveness in improv-
ing mental health support outcomes (Elliott et al.,
2018), and the benefits of employing empathy have
been showcased across various settings including
conversational agents (Shuster et al., 2019; Roller
et al., 2020), customer care dialogue agents (Fir-
daus et al., 2020; Sanguinetti et al., 2020), and
online health support communities (Pérez-Rosas
et al., 2017; Khanpour et al., 2017). In these sce-
narios, empathy plays a pivotal role in delivering
supportive interactions that enhance user expe-
riences and overall satisfaction. Moreover, stud-
ies have revealed that empathetic conversational
agents can improve the mood of socially excluded
individuals (De Gennaro et al., 2020) and encour-
age positive behavior change to promote healthier
lifestyles (Lisetti et al., 2013).

The surge of interest in empathetic language has
given rise to numerous datasets for empathy recog-
nition and empathetic response generation (Lah-
nala et al., 2022). Notably, Empathic Reactions
(Buechel et al., 2018) and Empathetic Dialogues

(Rashkin et al., 2018) have been widely employed
in these tasks, with the former being used for em-
pathy detection shared tasks (Tafreshi et al., 2021;
Barriere et al., 2022, 2023). More recently, there
has been an increased emphasis on studying em-
pathy in mental health contexts. For instance, the
impact of empathy on mental health has been ex-
plored by Chen and Xu (2021), with Sharma et al.
(2021) striving to facilitate empathic conversations
within online mental health support communities.
This growing attention to mental health has led to
the creation of relevant datasets, as seen in work
by Sharma et al. (2020) and Hosseini and Caragea
(2021). Nevertheless, these datasets often lack do-
main specificity, as they encompass a wide range
of mental health concerns. Combining various men-
tal health concerns can complicate the recognition
and interpretation of empathy since individuals ex-
perience challenges in crucially different ways.

Dermatology, and particularly acne, is an under-
explored domain in this area, despite its commonal-
ity and profound impact on mental health. Acne is
a skin condition that affects approximately 85% of
young adults at some point in their lives. Multiple
studies have highlighted that over 40% of individu-
als with acne experience depression and anxiety,
while 6-7% may face suicidal tendencies (Molla
et al., 2021). The National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) has recognized this con-
nection and issued mental health support guide-
lines for individuals coping with acne (National Insti-
tute for Health and Care Excellence, 2021). This un-
derscores the pressing need for a domain-specific
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dataset to facilitate better understanding of empa-
thy within the acne community.

To address this limitation, we introduce AcnEm-
pathize1, a dataset of more than 12K posts with
empathy annotations collected from an online acne
support community. This dataset is derived from
acne.org, a platform dedicated to providing in-
formation and support to individuals dealing with
acne-related issues. More specifically, the data was
scraped from the forum titled "Emotional and Psy-
chological Effects of Acne," where people openly
discuss their feelings and extend support to one
another. Our specific contributions are as follows:

• We systematically curate 12,249 forum posts
and associated metadata pertaining to the
emotional and psychological effects of acne,
and solicit annotations for these posts from
three trained annotators.

• We establish performance benchmarks for this
data, offering strong baselines through evalu-
ations with different machine learning models.

• We perform comprehensive analyses of this
dataset to enhance the collective understand-
ing of empathy usage within the context of
emotional and psychological effects of acne.

By addressing the unique challenges faced by
individuals in the acne community, our dataset will
enable precise and focused analysis, tailored sup-
port, and a fresh angle in the study of empathetic
language. Specifically, we aim to inspire further
development of empathetic chatbots and enhance
peer support within online communities across var-
ious domains, beyond the acne community.

2. Related Work

Existing empathy detection corpora are typically
designed for general purposes and lack domain-
specific focus. For instance, Buechel et al. (2018)
introduced a dataset comprising 2K messages
for empathy prediction in written language. This
dataset collected reactions to online news articles
that evoke emotions related to suffering and need.
It provides gold ratings for both empathy and dis-
tress, which were annotated by participants tasked
with reading these articles. Additionally, Rashkin
et al. (2018) presented a dataset featuring 25k dia-
logues, which are grounded in situations prompted
by specific emotion labels and come with human
empathy ratings. Sharma et al. (2020) presented
EPITOME, a framework for expressed empathy,
and collected 10K conversations from 55 mental

1https://github.com/gyeongeunlee16/
AcnEmpathize

health subreddits and TalkLife, a global peer-to-
peer mental health support network. The dataset
was annotated, and a computational method was
proposed for understanding expressed empathy in
text-based, asynchronous conversations on mental
health platforms. These papers, however, serve
general-purpose empathy detection, lacking speci-
ficity in their applications.

Hosseini and Caragea (2021) presented a
dataset containing 5K messages collected from an
online cancer network, the Cancer Survivors Net-
work (CSN). The dataset is annotated with whether
each message seeks or provides empathy. Thus,
its purpose is tangential to facilitating empathy de-
tection itself, since its focus is instead on differenti-
ating between seeking and providing empathy.

Outside of empathy, datasets related to men-
tal health and skincare domains have been pro-
posed, but they are not suitable for empathy detec-
tion tasks. For example, Sharma and De Choud-
hury (2018) presented a dataset collected from
55 Reddit communities serving various psychologi-
cal needs, such as Trauma & Abuse, Psychosis &
Anxiety, Compulsive Disorders, Coping & Therapy,
and Mood Disorders. However, this dataset lacks
empathy labels and doesn’t distinguish between
mental health conditions and their potential causes.
Similarly, Fettach and Benhiba (2019) proposed a
dataset scraped from Pro-Eating Disorders (Pro-
ED) and Pro-Recovery (Pro-Rec) communities on
Reddit. Although this dataset explores a specific
domain and offers potential for interesting analyses
by comparing Pro-ED and Pro-Rec communities, it
also lacks empathy labels.

In response to the limitations and gaps observed
in existing empathy detection and mental health
datasets, we introduce a pioneering empathy detec-
tion corpus that focuses on a specific domain cen-
tered around acne and its emotional and psycholog-
ical effects. Our dataset, to our knowledge, is the
largest in scale among text-based asynchronous
datasets created for empathy detection, featuring
over 12K annotated texts.

3. Methods

3.1. Data Collection

Our data was sourced from the website acne.org,
which serves as a comprehensive resource for in-
dividuals dealing with acne. This platform provides
information about acne, offers products for which
users can leave reviews and ratings, and hosts dis-
cussion forums, among other features. We specif-
ically collected our data from the "Emotional and
Psychological Effects of Acne" forum, dedicated to
discussions about the emotional and psychological
aspects of dealing with acne. The majority of con-

https://github.com/gyeongeunlee16/AcnEmpathize
https://github.com/gyeongeunlee16/AcnEmpathize
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Figure 1: Example of an initial post.

Figure 2: Example of a reply.

versations in this forum revolve around users’ expe-
riences of stress, anxiety, and concerns related to
their struggles with acne. In response, other users
offer empathy and advice. Our research received
an exemption approval from the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at the University of Illinois Chicago
(UIC) and was determined not to constitute human
subjects research.

Within this forum, conversations consist of three
types of posts: initial posts, replies, and quotes.
An initial post is created with a title by a user who
initiates a conversation, typically seeking empathy
and support (example shown in Figure 1). The
user photo and name have been masked out to de-
identify data and messages in public presentations,
following guidelines from Benton et al. (2017) to
minimize risks for users.

After a user creates a conversation with an initial
post, other users can contribute to the conversation
by replying to or quoting any post within the con-
versation. A reply, as depicted in Figure 2, usually
involves responding to either the initial post or any
other post (indicated with a "@username" prefix
if replying to posts other than the initial one). On
the other hand, a quote, as shown in Figure 3, is
similar to a reply in that it can be made to any post
in the same conversation, but it includes a block
of original text that the person is quoting, typically
with their own opinion expressed under the quoted
text.

Figure 3: Example of a quote.

At the time of data collection, there were a total of
1,870 conversations available from the "Emotional
and Psychological Effects of Acne" forum. How-
ever, the number of posts within each conversation
varied widely, ranging from 1 (a post created by
the initial author with no replies) to 7,740. To ad-
dress this, we calculated the Interquartile Range
(Dekking, 2005, IQR) from the full distribution of
posts per conversation across all conversations in
the forum. Since the distribution was skewed to-
wards shorter conversations, this suggested that
we set the bounds for the number of posts in a
conversation to any integer between 1 and 23, in-
clusive, to remove outlier conversations from our
dataset. After filtering the conversations, we were
left with 1,740 conversations and a total of 12,249
posts, including replies and quotes.

We collected the URL, title, post ID, user ID, con-
tent (text), and, in the case of quotes, the post
ID of the quoted text. Additionally, we gathered
user information, which encompassed their repu-
tation score,2 number of product reviews, number
of accounts they were following, number of follow-
ers, and number of conversations they had created.
The extraction of user features was intended to
facilitate analyses related to user behaviors and
activities and how those qualities might impact the
empathy expressed in their posts.

3.2. Preprocessing
Each post obtained in the previous step was prepro-
cessed by removing newline characters from the
text and retaining only posts containing at least one
alphabetical token.3 As a result of this preprocess-
ing, blank posts (including those with only whites-
pace), quotes with no additional text, and posts
consisting solely of special characters or emojis,
were removed. Posts from the same conversation
were grouped together and assigned unique integer
conversation IDs. Non-quote posts, encompassing
initial posts and replies, were designated with a "-1"
label in the "quoted_id" column, which tracks the
post ID of the post being quoted. After the prepro-
cessing, a total of 1,730 conversations and 12,212
posts remained.

In some cases, no user information was available.
This occurred when either the post was made by
an anonymous account or by a deleted profile. For
these cases, we modified the values of columns
related to reputation score, number of product re-
views, number of followed accounts, number of

2The method for computing reputation score, a non-
negative integer that pertains to the reputation of posters,
is not described on acne.org.

3We set the minimum word count to one alphabetical
token to accommodate potentially shorter empathetic
expressions, such as "Aw," "That sucks," or "I can relate.”
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Data Total
Number of Title Posts 1,730
Number of Quotes 2,591
Number of Replies 7,891
Final Corpus 12,212

Table 1: Data collection statistics.

Figure 4: Example of a post that contains empathy.

followers, and number of created conversations
from "None" to "-1" to facilitate more straightfor-
ward downstream processing. Summary statistics
regarding the number of title posts, quote posts,
and reply posts along with the overall corpus size
are provided in Table 1.

3.3. Annotation Process

The annotation process involved the collaborative
efforts of one graduate student (one of the authors)
and two undergraduate students who labeled each
post as containing empathy (1) or not containing
empathy (0). All annotators volunteered for this
task. We adopted the annotation guidelines from
Sharma et al. (2020), designed specifically for em-
pathy annotation in text-based asynchronous con-
versations. The annotators were instructed to read
Sharma et al. (2020) in order to enhance their un-
derstanding of empathy and its framework.

For each post, the annotators were provided
with a set of three questions aimed at evaluat-
ing whether the post exhibited any communication
mechanism of empathy, encompassing emotional
reactions, interpretations, and explorations. To fur-
ther clarify their understanding of empathetic sen-
tences, annotators were provided with concrete
examples (refer to Table 2) of each mechanism. If
they answered "yes" to at least one of the questions,
they were directed to label the post as containing
empathy (1). Furthermore, they were guided to
mark posts containing solely advice or factual in-
formation as not containing empathy (0). Note that
our objective was to identify empathy anywhere
within posts, regardless of the entire post being em-
pathetic. Figure 4 provides a sample post labeled
as "containing empathy," illustrating an instance
where a poster communicates an understanding
of the seeker’s experiences and feelings and then
offers advice.

During the initial round of annotation, each an-

notator labeled 100 randomly sampled posts and
took notes highlighting the specific empathetic por-
tions within each post. Following this, they engaged
in discussions to address any disagreements, ulti-
mately adjudicating the disagreed-upon labels and
attaining a perfect inter-annotator agreement (IAA)
following discussion, as measured using the Krip-
pendorff’s Alpha (Krippendorff, 1970) coefficient.
The second round of annotation involved the label-
ing of an additional 900 randomly sampled posts,
following the same annotation process. An initial
IAA of 0.763 was achieved for this sample. The
annotators meticulously discussed the areas of dis-
crepancy and again adjusted and adjudicated their
labels following discussion to achieve perfect agree-
ment. For the final round of annotation, the remain-
ing posts were equally divided among the three
annotators and single-annotated.

3.4. Annotation Discussion
A substantial portion of the discussion time revolved
around addressing ambiguous examples. These
cases typically featured sentences like "I’ve been
there too" or "I see what you mean," which were
frequently used in posts to express an understand-
ing of another person’s experience without explic-
itly sharing their feelings. Some users furthered
the conversation by immediately introducing a con-
trasting viewpoint, elaborating on how "it could be
worse," or even offering advice based on their own
experiences. As the remainder of the sentences in
those posts did not overtly demonstrate empathy,
determining whether these posts should be catego-
rized as empathetic or not presented a challenge.
Our consensus was that relating to another per-
son’s experience often involves an understanding
of any associated feelings. Consequently, we de-
cided to label examples expressing any understand-
ing of associated feelings as containing empathy.

There were also vaguely empathetic posts that
were difficult to annotate. For example, one user
replied to the original author saying "What the hell is
wrong with him?" and showing their anger towards
the author’s attitude. However, without looking at
the original text, it was hard to tell whether the user
was sharing their own experiences and feelings or
being empathetic to the original poster. Making this
determination would require us to make assump-
tions about the original post instead of focusing
on detecting empathy in the reply. Thus, in cases
such as this, we decided not to make additional
assumptions and consider these examples as not
containing empathy.

Another topic of discussion revolved around to
whom the expressed empathy should be directed.
The annotators debated whether it should be di-
rected solely toward the target user (the user to
whom they are replying or quoting) or toward any
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Types Questions Examples

Emotional
Reactions

Does the response express or allude to
warmth, compassion, concern, or similar
feelings of the responder towards the
seeker?

• Everything will be fine.
• I feel really sad for you.

Interpretations
Does the response communicate an
understanding of the seeker’s experiences
and feelings? In what manner?

• I understand how you feel.
• This must be terrifying.
• I also have anxiety attacks at times

which makes me really terrified.

Explorations
Does the response make an attempt to
explore the seeker’s experiences and
feelings?

• What happened?
• Are you feeling alone right now?

Table 2: Examples of texts categorized into three communication mechanisms of empathy.

Ambiguity Empathy?
Expresses understanding of
associated feelings without overt
reference to shared feelings
Requires assumptions to be
made about a different post
Directed toward anyone in the
group including the target user
Expresses kindness or support
without other overt empathy
Focuses on personal experience
without relating to the experience
or emotion of an external target

Table 3: Summary of annotator discussion regard-
ing ambiguities in empathy labeling.

individuals. Some posts, such as "We are all here
together" and "I know guys...so tough on us emo-
tionally," appeared empathetic, but it wasn’t clear
whether this empathy was intended for the target
user or if it was extended to a broader, unidentified
audience. A consensus was reached among the
annotators that empathetic comments should be di-
rected towards anyone within a group that includes
the target user. Thus, empathetic posts containing
words like "we" and "everyone" were designated
as containing empathy.

Mere expressions like "good luck," while seem-
ingly supportive, were not considered to contain
empathy because they were simply expressions of
kindness and support. Similarly, statements such
as "I really do wish the best for every one of you"
without other empathetic phrases, did not qualify.
An additional challenge arose when annotating ex-
amples that acknowledged positive experiences.
Instances like "I am so glad to hear the cysts are
gone!" and "I’m very happy to see that you’re clear"

were encountered. However, these posts primar-
ily focused on the feelings of the authors them-
selves rather than relating to the experiences and
emotions of the target user. No similar examples
were found in the annotation guidelines provided
by Sharma et al. (2020). Therefore, we decided to
mark these examples as not containing empathy.

Overall, discussing these ambiguities in the first
two rounds of annotations ensured the production
of high-quality and consistent annotations in the
final round. We summarize the outcomes of our
annotator discussion in Table 3.

4. Dataset Analysis

4.1. Dataset Composition
Our completed AcnEmpathize dataset contains a
total of 1,730 title posts, 2,591 quotes, and 7,891
replies (see Table 1). On average, each conver-
sation consists of approximately 7.059 posts in-
cluding the title post, with a median of 6.000 posts
and a standard deviation of 5.123 posts. The con-
versations range from having only a title post to
the largest ones containing 23 posts. Larger con-
versations with more than 23 posts were filtered
out during the preprocessing step, as discussed in
Section 3.1.

As indicated in Figure 5, our final annotated cor-
pus comprises 2,976 posts containing empathy and
9,236 posts that do not. The imbalanced distribu-
tion stems from our strict adherence to the anno-
tation guidelines for determining the presence of
empathy, as established by Sharma et al. (2020).
This distribution aligns with findings from their work,
where similar ratios were reported (2,965:7,178 and
2,406:7,737 for Empathy to No Empathy for differ-
ent communication mechanisms of empathy4). We

4Rather than annotating text instances for empathy
holistically, Sharma et al. (2020) subdivided their annota-
tions into different communication mechanisms involved
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Figure 5: Empathy label distribution.

addressed ambiguities according to the processes
described in Section 3.4 and summarized these
ambiguities in Table 3; we note that this resulted in
a majority of ambiguous examples being annotated
as not containing empathy.

In total, AcnEmpathize includes 2,527 unique
users, excluding anonymous users who are as-
signed user IDs of 0. The number of posts made
by users ranges from 1 to 257, with an average of
4.398 posts per user (median of 1.000 post and a
standard deviation of 11.464 posts). Notably, six
"super users" contributed 100 or more posts each.
The average reputation score across all posts is
63.271, ranging from 0 to 2,481 across all posts,
with a median of 10.000 and a standard deviation
of 210.867. Users on average left 1.251 product
reviews (with a median of 0.000 and a standard de-
viation of 4.400), followed 7.516 users (median of
2.000 and a standard deviation of 15.129), and had
9.259 followers (median of 2.000 and a standard
deviation of 19.897). Additionally, users created
an average of 274.923 forum posts in all available
forums on acne.org (with a median of 91.000
and a standard deviation of 478.403), covering a
variety of other topics beyond our forum of focus
("Emotional and Psychological Effects of Acne").

4.2. Dataset Content
We tokenized each post, removed punctuation and
stopwords, performed case normalization, and lem-
matized all tokens. We then applied Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (Blei et al., 2003, LDA) to the prepro-
cessed data, which resulted in the extraction of 16
coherent topics. The top 10 words for each of these
topics are presented in Table 4.

The average number of tokens in each post is
approximately 153.884 (with a minimum of 1.000
and a far outlying maximum of 39,464.000), hav-
ing a median of 92.000 tokens and a standard de-
viation of 413.778 tokens. This hints at a wide
range of token counts, with one outlying post with

in the expression of empathy.

Topic Words

1 life, acne, thing, let, positive, great,
think, get, may, skin

2 skin, month, time, picking, back,
started, go, made, way, pick

3 people, think, like, acne, someone,
thing, really, know, feel, say

4 acne, diet, food, try, help, work, eat,
really, skin, think

5 skin, acne, look, like, people, feel,
see, face, think, really

6 girl, woman, guy, attractive, men,
make, attraction, shit, beauty, f**k

7
Lol, Yea, independent, hahaha,
Choose, lookin, outcome, Looks,
Canada, OMG

8 Thanks, Thank, reply, thank, thanks,
Wow, sharing, definitely, much, glad

9
wedding, Glad, F**k, refreshing,
going, five, recovery, inspirational,
haircut, instrument

10 acne, year, life, time, back, could, day,
go, thing, still

11 get, scar, help, u, know, skin, thing,
good, need, better

12
depression, anxiety, disorder, bipolar,
mental, meditation, OCD, diagnosed,
form, therapy

13 Great, rash, band, aid, Yep, cent,
nope, Screw, Live, Ah

14 like, acne, feel, know, really, want,
even, get, go, year

15 taste, tea, input, measure, seed,
lemon, Aw, green, Exactly, apple

16 skin, acne, face, pimple, red, week,
clear, using, month, got

Table 4: Top 10 words for identified LDA topics.

ID "3566573" containing over 10,000 tokens. To fur-
ther analyze linguistic patterns in texts containing
and not containing empathy, we computed the log
odds ratio using an informative Dirichlet prior (Mon-
roe et al., 2008; Hessel, 2016), removing contrac-
tions containing stopwords such as "ill" and "youre"
since the base tokens of those contractions ("i" and
"you") would be considered stopwords. We present
the results of this analysis in Figures 6 and 7. Note
that common text messaging acronyms (e.g., "lol")
were retained since they are not stopwords; how-
ever, although "lol" appears in the plot in Figure 6 it
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Figure 6: Words most closely associated with not
containing empathy class. Content Warning: Con-
tains profanity.

Figure 7: Words most closely associated with con-
taining empathy class.

is more of an expression of lightheartedness rather
than a topical word.

Figure 6 showcases the top 15 words closely as-
sociated with posts not containing empathy, while
Figure 7 presents words closely associated with
posts containing empathy. Words in Figure 6 tend
to have more negative connotations (e.g., "sh*t" and
"f**king"), whereas words in Figure 7 lean towards
warmer and compassionate expressions (e.g., "re-
late," "understand," and "sorry").

5. Proof of Concept

To assess the validity of our annotated dataset, we
formulated a text classification problem for empathy

labels to evaluate the suitability of AcnEmpathize
for domain-specific automated empathy detection.
We describe our models, experimental setup, and
results in the following subsections.

5.1. Models
To benchmark performance, we considered a vari-
ety of baseline and high-performing contemporary
text classification models. Specifically, we com-
pared the following conditions:

• Most Frequent Class: A baseline model that
predicts the most frequent class from the train-
ing data, establishing class-specific perfor-
mance floors with respect to label imbalance.

• Random: A baseline model that randomly pre-
dicts labels, serving as a performance floor
and a comparative proxy for random chance.

• Naive Bayes: A well-known probabilistic ma-
chine learning algorithm, which leverages
Bayes’ theorem and the assumption of feature
independence for text classification.

• Logistic Regression: A linear model that
uses the logistic function for binary classifi-
cation.

• BERT (Devlin et al., 2018): A transformer-
based model that employs self-attention mech-
anisms and a bidirectional architecture to cap-
ture contextual information in text.

• RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019): An extension of
BERT that optimizes the pre-training process
for improved performance on NLP tasks.

• DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019): A distilled
version of BERT, designed to be lighter and
more computationally efficient while retaining
most of its performance.

• BART (Lewis et al., 2019): A trans-
former model trained on the MultiNLI dataset
(Williams et al., 2018), tailored for tasks re-
lated to natural language inference, combining
bidirectional and autoregressive capabilities.

We fine-tuned the transformer-based models
and trained the other models entirely on our data.
For the transformer-based models, we used the
base models from the HuggingFace Transformers
library5 and configured the hyperparameters:

• max_length: The maximum length of the in-
put sequences, set to 256.

5https://huggingface.co/docs/
transformers

https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers
https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers
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No Empathy Empathy
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Most Frequent Class 0.756 0.756 1.000 0.861 0.000 0.000 0.000
Random 0.494 0.748 0.499 0.598 0.235 0.479 0.316
Naive Bayes 0.775 0.775 1.000 0.873 0.917 0.020 0.039
Logistic Regression 0.844 0.864 0.948 0.904 0.737 0.497 0.594
BERT 0.891 0.930 0.928 0.929 0.760 0.766 0.763
RoBERTa 0.885 0.956 0.892 0.923 0.703 0.861 0.774
DistilBERT 0.893 0.926 0.936 0.931 0.777 0.746 0.761
BART 0.269 0.809 0.067 0.124 0.231 0.946 0.372

Table 5: Results from experiments for each model.

• lr (learning rate): The learning rate for the
optimizer AdamW, set to 1e-5.

• num_epochs: The number of training epochs,
set to 3.

• batch_size: The batch size for training data,
set to 32.

For the Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression
models, we used the scikit-learn library6 and held
all parameters at their default values. All models
were implemented using Python.

5.2. Experiments
In our experimental setup, we randomly divided the
data into an 80% training and 20% testing split for
all posts. For BERT, RoBERTa, and DistilBERT,
the maximum sequence length was set to 256 (the
average token count in preprocessed posts, 154,
rounded up to the next power of 2). For Naive
Bayes and Logistic Regression, we employed TF-
IDF feature vectors and configured the maximum
number of features to 5,000. Default values were
maintained for all unspecified parameters.

5.3. Results
We evaluated model performance using accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1 for each class label (No
Empathy and Empathy) separately to account for
the imbalanced distribution. Accuracy indicates the
correctness of predictions, precision assesses the
ratio of true positive predictions among all positive
predictions, recall measures the proportion of true
positive predictions among all actual positives, and
the F1 is a harmonic metric balancing precision and
recall. Our findings are summarized in Table 5.

All models generally exhibit stronger perfor-
mance in the prediction of posts that have No Empa-
thy labels. Among these models, the transformer-
based BERT, RoBERTa, and DistilBERT stand out

6https://scikit-learn.org/

with high accuracy (accuracy=0.891, 0.885, and
0.893, respectively) and well-balanced precision,
recall, and F1 for both No Empathy and Empa-
thy classes. Notably, RoBERTa demonstrates rel-
atively superior performance (precision=0.956, re-
call=0.892, and F1=0.923) for predicting the No
Empathy class versus the Empathy class (preci-
sion=0.703, recall=0.861, and F1=0.774).

Logistic Regression also performs well, with high
accuracy (accuracy=0.844) and a well-balanced F1
(F1=0.904) for the No Empathy class. However, the
performance for the Empathy class is imbalanced,
with a higher precision (precision=0.775) but a
lower recall (recall=0.497). Naive Bayes demon-
strates a similar performance, with reasonably high
accuracy (accuracy=0.775) and F1 (F1=0.873) for
the No Empathy class but poor performance on
recall (recall=0.020) and F1 (F1=0.039). BART per-
forms poorly in terms of accuracy (accuracy=0.269),
recall (recall=0.067), and F1 (F1=0.124) in the No
Empathy class and precision (precision=0.231) and
F1 (F1=0.372) in the Empathy class. The subpar
performance of BART may be attributed to vari-
ous factors, such as the imbalanced distribution
of posts labeled as containing or not containing
empathy, as well as the model’s primary focus on
natural language inference tasks.

All models far exceeded performance of the naive
baselines (Random and Most Frequent Class) with
the exception of precision, recall, and F1 for the
class Empathy for Most Frequent Class, which was
expected given the natural imbalance of the dataset.
This clearly establishes validity of the dataset for
learning to model empathy within this domain. De-
spite some variations in model performance, the
results underscore the dataset’s reasonable perfor-
mance when used with a range of machine learning
models. Furthermore, the dataset offers potential
to support empathy detection tasks in the domain
of acne and mental health, thereby contributing to
the diversity and real-world applicability of natural
language processing applications.

https://scikit-learn.org/
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6. Limitations

Our work is constrained by several factors. The dis-
tribution of posts labeled as either containing or not
containing empathy is imbalanced, which could im-
pact the models’ performance. While transformer-
based models generally performed well, the BART
model demonstrated subpar performance. The
manual annotation process is inherently subjec-
tive and may introduce potential bias and result
variability, although we sought to control and cor-
rect for this through rigorous annotation standards
and follow-up discussion. Lastly, the results and
analyses of this study may not generalize to other
domains, since they are specifically focused on the
acne.org community.

7. Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we introduced AcnEmpathize, the first
dataset of its kind focusing on empathy detection
within the domain of acne and its psychological ef-
fects. Comprised of 12K+ conversations, it stands
as one of the most extensive corpora annotated for
expressed empathy. We make the dataset publicly
available to facilitate future research in automated
empathy detection and beyond. The dataset’s suit-
ability and validity for domain-specific empathy de-
tection have been substantiated through bench-
marking experiments, achieving excellent perfor-
mance for fine-tuned transformer-based models
with high overall accuracy and well-balanced preci-
sion, recall, and F1 for both No Empathy and Em-
pathy classes. In the future, we hope to further de-
velop automated empathy detection methods that
allow models to more capably recognize and in-
terpret empathy within this domain, particularly by
exploring the use of figurative language and other
linguistic elements within the text.

8. Ethical Considerations

As detailed in §3.1, this research obtained an ex-
emption approval from the IRB at UIC for human
subjects research. Our primary data source is
acne.org, a public website that provides open
access to forum posts. As explained in §3.3, the
annotators participated voluntarily. We make our
dataset publicly available, in hope to facilitate re-
search into empathetic language within the derma-
tology context, specifically relating to acne. It will
allow for the exploration of empathetic dialogues,
since we preserved available back-and-forth con-
versations between the users, and may be useful
for building chatbots aimed at providing social sup-
port in online communities.
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